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YYYEEEAAA HHHHAAAWWW, Cowgirls and Cowboys~~~~it's time for a change of 

attitude. After guiding 5 of my friends as they made a feathered star quilt block, I have decided 

that the need is large to give quilters some much needed confidence that the feathered star is a 

doable block. Nothing more than a fabric puzzle, the Feathered Star just has more pieces than 

most blocks. Rules must be followed, but if you treat the block as a simple 9-patch block and 

assemble each section ONE AT A TIME, you CAN do it. 

Say this over and over until you really believe it, "HARD BY THE YARD, BUT A CINCH BY 

THE INCH!". This is our MOTTO for this project. One step at a time, if yo will stay with me, 

we will be successful in making a Feathered Star quilt block! 

I am going to go on and tell you that it is not even that important to get the seam allowance the 

exact right size. What IS IMPORTANT is to sew with a consistantly sized seam allowance. That 

being said, I will tell you that when I discovered that I could actually make a Feathered Star I 

learned that if I could sew a consistant seam allowance all my pieces would fall together like 

dominos. It is the best thing since sliced bread (as my mother use to say). There is alot that has to 

be done here on the ranch, but YOU are the focus as I attempt this feat. So, quilters, the cows are 

grazing in the fields, it's not time to harvest the hay yet, the chores have been done, the big kids 

are in school and the little ones are taking a nap, and supper is in the "Crockpot". Let's prove that 

you CAN make a Feathered Star Quilt Block! Come on! What have you got to lose? A little stash 

and a little time--but what you have to gain is confidence and beautiful Feathered Star Block to 

use as the center of a wall hanging or a focus on a new tote. Let's get started--------- 

 

In this post I will guide you in picking out your fabric, give you some beginning tips, a tutorial 

on making half square triangle units using a method called bias strip method. This is Step one to 

making your star. 

 

TIPS: 

1. I use starch or Mary Ellen's Best Press on my fabrics before cutting. This gives the pieces 

stability and helps keep the bias edges from stretching. When pressing do your best not to move 

your iron around on bias edges. Not touching them with the iron at all is best, but sometimes, 

you just can't help it.  

2. Test your 1/4 inch seam allowance to make sure it is as close to perfect as it can be. Recently a 

friend recommended this foot and I have certainly enjoyed using it. If you are having a problem 

getting that perfect 1/4 inch seam, this might just be your answer. 

 

http://www.maryellenproducts.com/Best-Press-The-Clear-Starch-Alternative.html


 
It has a small spindle (disk) that will slide to the right or to the left to adjust your seam just a 

threads width. 

3. The rulers I use are a Bias Square ruler and most recently purchased Marsha McClosky's 

Feathered Star Ruler. It includes small increment measurements (1/16 most common) that are 

frequently needed for Feathered Star Blocks. I have made many Feathered Star blocks without it, 

but it certainly is a nice ruler to have to use and you can find it HERE. Any quilting square rulers 

will work. If you come across a piece that has 1/16 inch measurement and your ruler doesn't? 

Just cut the closest you can between the 1/8 inch measurements (1/2 of 1/8 is 1/16th). I know you 

knew that!  

 

 

 
I like to use this ruler to cut most pieces. 

http://www.marshamccloskey.com/festru.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_gQMjHIfkI/AAAAAAAAIXI/oA0rC9fF3mA/s1600/DSC02274.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_iVgGzhmKI/AAAAAAAAIX4/e6hhPbeMCIM/s1600/DSC02277.JPG


 

 
Marsha's new ruler is really cool!! It is very much worth the $15.00 plus S&amp;H. 

 

 

 
 

FABRIX--This is a Stash Buster project. For your first FS, consider making it with stash fabric. 

One block--that is all--just one block--!! You will need 5 fabrix. 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_giA4aNoQI/AAAAAAAAIXw/gWW4Clg2Tt4/s1600/DSC02276.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_VoBp4NctI/AAAAAAAAIUw/nV_wnaN3-wc/s1600/DSC02286.JPG


 

 
Your 5 fabrix will be used for the~~~ 

1. Background squares, 2. Half square trianges (feathers) 3. cornerstones, Star Tips and triangles 

that join to the kites and the squares that make the snowball block (all the same fabric for your 

first block) 4. kites peices. 5 . Focus fabric for the center snowball block. 

 

 
 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_WBqu_pl-I/AAAAAAAAIWI/BjmasgtBmo0/s1600/DSC02270.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_mws_BX0SI/AAAAAAAAIYA/G-cERU3TPS8/s1600/colored+diagram+FS.jpg


 

(Click to enlarge this picture and study the names and placement of each piece)This diagram is 

an attempt to help you become familiar with the pieces of the star, know what they are called so 

that you will know what pieces are what fabric when you are cutting. 

 

Cut 2-- 10 inch squares--one of feather fabric and one of background fabric. You will use a the 

Bias Strip Method to make your 32 half squares for the feathers of the star. This is your first step. 

Easy, breezy--no pressure. If you have not used this method before, let me say that I don't know 

if Marsha Marsha invented this method, but she uses it and it is great for this star. You will place 

the two 10 inch squares right sides together (RST), use starch or Best Press and press dry.  

 
Place the correct measuring line on the ruler so that it covers the edge of the fabric. You don't 

want to be able to see the fabric edge.  

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_VoviWSJ1I/AAAAAAAAIU4/PJYP9cZMHaE/s1600/DSC02271.JPG


 
Make a cut diagonally from corner to corner then make 2 inch cuts in both directions until you 

have cut the entire square. Sew the sections together on the longest edge and press the seams 

open. Then sew the sections together. 

 

 
Your bias strips wll look like this. 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_Vo9hm_LYI/AAAAAAAAIVA/LchRj6IrTSM/s1600/DSC02272.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_VpwTWaUJI/AAAAAAAAIVQ/MyqB_mPykdo/s1600/DSC02275.JPG


 
Start cutting your Half square feather units from the bottom.  

 

 
You will keep cutting them always from the lowest point. 

 

 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_VqFxoLITI/AAAAAAAAIVg/sg1dEb6PABY/s1600/DSC02278.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_Vqb4cRq0I/AAAAAAAAIVw/S3mzfJLavCg/s1600/DSC02281.JPG


 
Rotate the block and trim to the exact 1 1/2 inch size. 

 

 
Soon you will have a group of perfectly sized half square units to use in your Feathered Star 

Block. 

 

This is only the first installment of the Feathered Star Tutorial. This is taking more time than I 

thought it would, so please bear with me. I will get you there. I don't want you to agonize over 

the process, but it seams that I need to include alot of information to make sure that 

EVERYBODY can ride this horse home!!! If you know what I mean---lol SEW--Just make 32 1 

1/2 inch half square blocks -seams pressed open--to be used for your quilt block's feathers. I 

don't care how you make them, just make them and I will come back soon to tell you what to do 

next! 

 

STEP 2  

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_gQrESHxMI/AAAAAAAAIXg/H_7_6pHeTpI/s1600/DSC02280.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_VqmOTLzAI/AAAAAAAAIV4/vQCAbJ-Qhgs/s1600/DSC02283.JPG


My 5 friends are firm believers that the Portable Big Bock 

Flannel Board is a real key to staying organized as you make the 

Feathered Star. Go HERE to see how I made mine. It will only 

take about 30 minutes. Now is the time to get that done. 
 

Time to cut the rest of the pieces for your Feathered Star. 
 

 

 
Star Tips-Start with a 1 1/2 inch strip. Use any ruler with a 45 degrees line. Align the 45 degree 

line along the edge of the strip.  

 

 
Make the cut and then--- 

 

http://sewhappy10000.blogspot.com/search?q=Portable+big+block+flannel+board&updated-max=2010-04-13T14%3A49%3A00-05%3A00&max-results=20
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3veygu4tI/AAAAAAAAIYY/w8o_V3Jir18/s1600/DSC02305.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3vp7IXYDI/AAAAAAAAIYg/1e2Jabtv2rY/s1600/DSC02306.JPG


 
Rotate the strip and align the 45 degree line again, put the tip of fabric on 1 1 /2 inches- then 

make your final cut. You can fold your strip to make two diamonds for each cut for a total of 8 

diamonds. 

 

 
 

Cornerstones--8 - 1 1/2 inch squares. These can be cut from the same 1 1/2 inch strip as the 

diamonds. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3v0wGIC4I/AAAAAAAAIYo/LiEstGhljcQ/s1600/DSC02307.JPG


 
Now--you will need 4 triangles to add to the kites. These along with the corners of the snowball 

block form the circle in the center. Cut two squares 2 1/8 inches. 

 

 
 

Cut these squares diagonally yeilding 4 triangles. 

 

Last, but not least, cut 4 squares to be used to make the coners of the Snowball block at 1 3/4 

inches square. 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3wPBvZxNI/AAAAAAAAIY4/CpW3kK7coc0/s1600/DSC02310.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3wZxJjJQI/AAAAAAAAIZA/phzi8GSUIl8/s1600/DSC02311.JPG


 
These are the pieces that are cut from the same fabric. 

 

 

 
The center of your block can be a focus fabric and can also be fussy cut if you like. For my 

western block, I chose a boot fabric. I picked just the boot I want to focus on. The block is 4 3/4 

inches. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3wkXUWgcI/AAAAAAAAIZI/o1MI0alY-mU/s1600/DSC02312.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_35U0EEojI/AAAAAAAAIag/5ZMV0zSlizM/s1600/DSC02313.JPG


 
Kites are cut from 4 -- 3 7/8 inch squares that are cut diagonally. 

 

 
Then you measure the length of the square down the long side of the triangle, in this case 3 7/8 

inch. 

You can see the kite shape underneath the ruler.  

 

 
Cut off the pertruding triangle. 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3w6Fcd_SI/AAAAAAAAIZY/mNPrRvFvOe8/s1600/DSC02315.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3xEyStdFI/AAAAAAAAIZg/dUM9E__coPo/s1600/DSC02316.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3xTLyJaEI/AAAAAAAAIZo/hfRwgc-YiUE/s1600/DSC02317.JPG


 

 
This is the goal shape called a "kite". 

 

 
All the pieces except the background squares and triangles. Now lets cut those. 

 

 
Background triangles --- 1 - 7 1/2 inch square cut diagonally twice --- 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3xokD5snI/AAAAAAAAIZ4/hLxyhM_y-jw/s1600/DSC02318.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3xzLDZ8nI/AAAAAAAAIaA/LMts1E__-a8/s1600/DSC02320.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3x9X3SZsI/AAAAAAAAIaI/LzqbeA2p8l0/s1600/DSC02321.JPG


 
4 triangles. 

 

 

Last, but certainly not least you will need 4 corner squares cut at  

5 1/4 inches square. 
 

Ok Dolls and Guys--start cutting and I will see you soon for step 

3! 

 

STEP 3 

OH MAN!!! You still have one triangle to cut--sorry--it was not 

until I began to put my own block together that I realized it. It is 

background fabric (same as large squares and triangles) and the 

size is 1 7/8 inch. Cut 8 squares and then cut them once 

diagonally which yeilds 16 triangles. 
 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3yHZbcJQI/AAAAAAAAIaQ/zXuM6SjWYN4/s1600/DSC02322.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/S_3ySXAiICI/AAAAAAAAIaY/pWWw1n2WO8M/s1600/DSC02323.JPG


 
Before you start to sew, be sure you have a fine sewing thread in your machine and bobbin (I use 

50 st.) 

A fine needle (I use a 60/8) 

Test your seam allowance 

Sew slowly. You will sew more accurately if you sew slowly. You don't have to use pins unless 

you just HAVE TO. If you take my advice above you will never lose your points or your 

marbles! LOL 

 

 
This is the layout for one of the corner blocks. There are 4 of them. This is the easiest of the two 

blocks that complete the Feathered Star, so we will start with this one. Does anything look 

difficult in this block? Looks pretty straight forward to me. The only thing that you might have a 

little problem with is sewing the diamond to the triangle. The red square is a cornerstone. We 

will stitch the pieces of each side. The conerstone (red square) can be stitched to either side. It 

doesn't matter which. Lastly, the shortest side will be sewn to the background square first, then 

the long side--- 

Now, lets do a little press talk. When you sew the half squares together, press the seams open. 

On any other seam, you will press for ease of construction. What does this mean, you say? Well, 

this is the best I can do to help you. After you sew a seam, let the seam go to the side where there 

is less bulk. A little farther down I will show you the back of the strip pieces of this block. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXkHS7CnuI/AAAAAAAAIbI/8Td7SnP4_Os/s1600/DSC02346.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXkknbho-I/AAAAAAAAIbQ/SL_K-7up01w/s1600/DSC02332.JPG


 
Sew the diamond and the triangle first. You always match the narrow tip of the diamond right 

sides together to the triangle as shown above. 

 

 
Stitch the segments in the pattern shown above. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXlxasX2VI/AAAAAAAAIbg/73g0YP6OKVY/s1600/DSC02334.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXl7QOz5OI/AAAAAAAAIbo/ocsVZCyu_-o/s1600/DSC02335.JPG


 
Here is a pic of the diamond/triangle of the other side ready to be sewn. 

 

 
Here I am showing you the back of the strips so you can see how I pressed the seams. 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXmGBJRQuI/AAAAAAAAIbw/SQX3ZT7422A/s1600/DSC02338.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXmQl2J97I/AAAAAAAAIb4/j46xKFpkiD0/s1600/DSC02339.JPG


 
Side strips ready to be sewn to the background square. 

 

 
Flip the shortest side and sew. 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXmbZZ5KDI/AAAAAAAAIcA/gv891ncMvQ4/s1600/DSC02340.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXmldd4lkI/AAAAAAAAIcI/ayxq3g8mR6E/s1600/DSC02341.JPG


 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
This is 1/9th of your feathered star block finished. You need 4 blocks just like this. They will be 

your corner blocks. BTW--if your background squares seems a little big, don't worry. It is cut big 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXm57zYNkI/AAAAAAAAIcY/VoSYxRAbKSg/s1600/DSC02343.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAXnRPt7z0I/AAAAAAAAIco/sN9kwk3FQis/s1600/DSC02345.JPG


for a reason. Just sew the strips on and don't worry about it when the tips don't sew off the edge. 

Remember, I AM THE TEACHER. You don't have to know EVERYTHING. You WILL ride 

this horse home, I promise. Now---get busy with the other three blocks and as usual--I will be 

back with step 4. 

 

STEP 4--HOPE YOU ARE READY!! 

I hope you got your 4 corners done. I hope they look fantastic! We are ready to construct the 

other 5 block parts. You know, there is the center Snowball block and then the other 4 blocks--

the ones with partial seams????? NOW do you remember? OK--I thought so---- 

 

Let's start with the Snowball. Grab your center focus fabric square and your four corner squares 

and lay them RST on your large center square. 

 
You will sew diagonally across each small square. I hope you can see in the pic that I use the 

edge of my foot as a guide to sew from corner to corner. You can draw a line on your square 

with a pencil if tha will help you sew straight. Remember to go slow and keep you eye on your 

destination (the other corner). If you keep your eye on your destination, you will sew right to it. 

TRY THIS--IT WORKS! Listen to this--Since I use the edge of my presser foot as a guide, I am 

actually sewing just a thread or two to the right of corner to corner. This is just where I WANT 

to sew so that the side thaat I flip up will cover the whole corner. I hope this makes sense to you. 

After you do it, I think it will. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArVW6c0c7I/AAAAAAAAIcw/rx6LQMVadR0/s1600/DSC02355.JPG


 
Sew all the corners without taking the square out of our machine, just pull with thread attached 

as you move to each corner and continue to sew. 

 

 
Can you see that my stitching line is to the right of the "corner to corner" line where my presser 

foot was lined up? I hope so. Press the triangles up to the corners. 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArVhuxjkLI/AAAAAAAAIc4/-43G_3C5JXs/s1600/DSC02356.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArVsqgQfaI/AAAAAAAAIdA/AUgGuD3Reig/s1600/DSC02357.JPG


 
Back of square after stitching. All looks lined up! 

 

 
Just a little trimming to do so that the corners will be exactly the size of the original square. 

 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArV3Qjbx6I/AAAAAAAAIdI/5DBDg_0GEDo/s1600/DSC02358.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArWNoUOu4I/AAAAAAAAIdY/1CkBWe2AofQ/s1600/DSC02359.JPG


 
Check out the slivers that I trimmed off. 

 

 
Trim the back TWO layers to 1/4 inch. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArWXnh5sII/AAAAAAAAIdg/r2yp7re8D4Y/s1600/DSC02360.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArWiytpmlI/AAAAAAAAIdo/fNIE8rclQn4/s1600/DSC02361.JPG


 
On to the last segment of the block--don't get scerd now! This is the layout of the pieces. 

Sew the feathers t the "end of feather triangles as you see in this picture, sewing the cornerstone 

to the end of one of the strips. 

 

 
When you sew to the large triangle, you will stop sewing about halfway down the side of the 

"end of feather triangle". I have pulled back the large triangle so that you can see where I stopped 

sewing. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArZZn88jYI/AAAAAAAAIdw/uHCAHeTnKqA/s1600/DSC02362.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArZlV7U9NI/AAAAAAAAId4/NgTgBIglIng/s1600/DSC02363.JPG


 
This is another picture of when I stopped sewing. 

 

 
Sew the feather triangle to the Kite piece. Take note of the placement. Press seam toward the 

kite. 

 

 
This is what I have sewn so far. No problems?? I am so proud of you!!! 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArZu5rTkwI/AAAAAAAAIeA/pKpoZ1uFT1M/s1600/DSC02364.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArZ5uG5ShI/AAAAAAAAIeI/YLK3MlXEyRQ/s1600/DSC02365.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArauqaGseI/AAAAAAAAIeQ/EeAh2eGM_Mw/s1600/DSC02366.JPG


 
Fold th single kite piece down RST and align with the feather strip as you can see above.  

 

 
Press up and press well on a firm surface. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TAra5AQiBDI/AAAAAAAAIeY/-cUR8oGLTIA/s1600/DSC02367.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArbDTMAV-I/AAAAAAAAIeg/OmQj2qb65dw/s1600/DSC02368.JPG


 
Sew far Sew GOOD! 

 

 
When you flip the last piece down you can abutt the seams as they go in opposite directions. Put 

a pin in here if you need to or just wiggle really good and stick it in the machine. 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArbNLMlCtI/AAAAAAAAIeo/iC_oC5if5cw/s1600/DSC02369.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArbWz5Pe5I/AAAAAAAAIew/g-fVPegxbbs/s1600/DSC02370.JPG


 
This is what you should have so far. LOOKIN GOOD! WHAT?? You say you want to sew the 

bottom ow together? OK! I always get antsy at this point too! I want to see progress! The end is 

actually in sight, isn't it??????? 

 
Pin the little sloppy unsewn corner back out of the way so that you don't catch it by mistake and 

sew the corner block to he middle block on one side. Put a pin in at the point of match (diamond 

point to feathers and kite point) if you need to. 

 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArbhEdicXI/AAAAAAAAIe4/3enz_eQ4ljs/s1600/DSC02371.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArbsJTetdI/AAAAAAAAIfA/b7uYuL8Rne8/s1600/DSC02372.JPG
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArb2r5UYyI/AAAAAAAAIfI/gwIZawcRUfw/s1600/DSC02373.JPG


Ten you will be able to smooth out the unfinished seam and sew it really easily. I hope this is 

clear. If it is not, email me and I will try again! 

 

 
This is what you should have. 

 

 
Do the other side exactly the same way and you will have the bottom section done. Do 3 more 

sections as we did above. Also you can finish your top row just as we did this row. I will be back 

to help you with the middle row. It is basically the same, but I will give you moral support as you 

stitch the last stitches. 

GOOD LUCK! 

 

STEP 5---Well, how did you do? Have you been sewing slowly.???? It sure does help to 

keep your seams straight and even. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArcBhDNZ6I/AAAAAAAAIfQ/4LkXsIXD02o/s1600/DSC02374.JPG
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TArcL4QZu2I/AAAAAAAAIfY/YV9y4sf33_k/s1600/DSC02375.JPG


 
As you can see, I finished my other 3 sections. 

 

 
Then I sewed the top row just as I had done the bottom row. 

 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaXyoHVxdI/AAAAAAAAIhA/O-icnescd1o/s1600/DSC02440.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaYPO1tQ8I/AAAAAAAAIhI/_Ul1JSuW_fA/s1600/DSC02441.JPG


 
The middle row is sewn straight forward. 

 

 
There are two matching points on each side as you can see above. You can pin if you chose. I do 

not. 

 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaYa8rOWnI/AAAAAAAAIhQ/5TqJbYSEJB0/s1600/DSC02442.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaYr93aGoI/AAAAAAAAIhY/MD-86tD_A-8/s1600/DSC02444.JPG


 
The seams to the middle section are pressed to the outside  

The seams on the top and bottom sections are pressed towards the middle. 

 

 
Next is the seam to sew the top row to the middle row. You have a partial seam to deal with. The 

corner of the side triangle extends as you can see above. 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaY7E-yGBI/AAAAAAAAIhg/yXjuy22rSgQ/s1600/DSC02446.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaZSvV1aXI/AAAAAAAAIho/POiGJaOumf4/s1600/DSC02448.JPG


 
Fold it down to get it out of the way and put a pin in that corner to hold it out of the way. 

 

 

 
 

After you get the partial seam out of the way, sew the seam. This is the way the end of the seam 

will look. Take note of the small triangle extending on the end. 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaZdKqw78I/AAAAAAAAIhw/xxItRDSG5ak/s1600/DSC02449.JPG
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaaVlw_XhI/AAAAAAAAIiY/OFPsrUX6qQQ/s1600/DSC02454.JPG


 
I am holding the same corner after the seam is sewn. 

 

 
Now you have to finish the partial seam. You line up the seam----- 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaZn6H_3jI/AAAAAAAAIh4/_bG0Bd-4BN8/s1600/DSC02450.JPG
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_L_5O4AH4BMI/TBaZyNonMsI/AAAAAAAAIiA/tn4FY60NHq8/s1600/DSC02451.JPG


Tthe points match as you can see 

above. 

 

 
Stitch the seam. You should have a 1/4 inch seam past the diamond point. The corner square 

should extend past this point and look too large, but we cut it bigger to begin with for a purpose--

-REMEMBER???? We can trim it down to size. The way I figure it, it is much better to have 

extra fabric and trim away that to not have enough--because then your SOL!!! (I hope you know 

what that means--it ain't good. 
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Here is the completed block. YYYIIIPPPPPEEEEEE! YOU DID IT!! (I hope)!! 

 

 
OKKAY--now to the trimming-- 

 

This block SHOULD be 15 1/2 inches square--maybe in a perfect world-- But let me say that this 

rarely happens. But, it doesn't matter and let me tell you why. Your block is beautiful, RIGHT? 

All you need is 1/4 inch (or smaller) to sew a seam in a quilt. So you trim each side and include 

the 1/4 inch seam.  

Now for a very important tip--  
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You can always add background fabric strips around the block and trip down to a chosen 

uniform size. 

The more seams in a block, the harder it becomes to get it the perfect size. Even the most 

professional quilter will tell you that with a block this complex, the quilt will mostly be designed 

around the block. Many times you will see a feathered star "floating" in a quilt. Don't think 

because your block is not the exact size that it is suppose to be that it is not a usable block. In my 

Feathered star quilt, I don't think one of the blocks is the same size.  

 

My hope is that all your blocks will be perfect, but in case they are not, you are the only one who 

needs to know the truth. Now, I know what you are thinking, "Molly, is your block the exact 

right size?". Ok, let me tell you-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------you will never know. 

I told you that I would help you ride this horse home and you did!! I am sew sew proud of you!! 

 

Love to all Feathered Star lovers. 
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